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The Dante Connection (Book 2) 2013-02-24

art theft coded messages a high level threat despite her initial disbelief doctor genevieve lenard discovers that she is the key
that connects stolen works of art ciphers and sinister threats betrayed by the people who called themselves her friends genevieve
throws herself into her insurance investigation job with autistic single mindedness when hacker francine appears beaten and
bloodied on her doorstep begging for her help genevieve is forced to get past the hurt of her friends abandonment and team up with
them to find the perpetrators little does she know that it will take her on a journey through not one but two twisted minds to
discover the true target of their mysterious messages it will take all her personal strength and knowledge as a nonverbal
communications expert to overcome fears that could cost not only her life but the lives of many others

The Dante Connection 2013

art theft coded messages a high level threat despite her initial disbelief doctor genevieve lenard discovers that she is the key
that connects stolen works of art ciphers and sinister threats betrayed by the people who called themselves her friends genevieve
throws herself into her insurance investigation job with autistic single mindedness when hacker francine appears beaten and
bloodied on her doorstep begging for her help genevieve is forced to get past the hurt of her friends abandonment and team up with
them to find the perpetrators little does she know that it will take her on a journey through not one but two twisted minds to
discover the true target of their mysterious messages it will take all her personal strength and knowledge as a nonverbal
communications expert to overcome fears that could cost not only her life but the lives of many others

The Braque Connection (Book 3) 2013-09-15

forged masterpieces hidden messages a desperate swan song when world renowned nonverbal communication expert doctor genevieve
lenard wakes up in an unknown location drugged and kidnapped it pushes the limits of her autism coping skills for the last year
russian philanthropist and psychopath tomasz kubanov has been studying genevieve just as she and her team have been studying him
now forged paintings and mysterious murders are surfacing around her team with evidence pointing to one of them as the killer
genevieve knows kubanov is behind these senseless acts of violence what she doesn t understand are the inconsistencies between his
actions and the cryptic messages he sends something has triggered his unpredictable behaviour something that might result in many
more deaths including those she cares for because this time kubanov has nothing to lose

The Gauguin Connection (Book 1) 2012-08-13

murdered artists masterful forgeries art crime at its worst as an insurance investigator and world renowned expert in nonverbal
communication dr genevieve lenard faces the daily challenge of living a successful independent life particularly because she has
to deal with her high functioning autism nothing not her studies her high iq or her astounding analytical skills prepared her for
the changes about to take place in her life it started as a favour to help her boss acerbic friend look into the murder of a young
artist but soon it proves to be far more complex forced out of her predictable routines safe environment and limited social
interaction genevieve is thrown into exploring the meaning of friendship expanding her social definitions and for the first time
in her life be part of a team in a race to stop more artists from being murdered the gauguin connection is an art crime novel with
an autistic main character who explores the mystery of political intrigue art heists white collar crime kidnapping and so much
more enjoy this free book

The Genevieve Lenard Connections (Books 1-3) 2015-07-07

masterful art crime an unorthodox team unimaginable results more than 1 100 pages of international art crime mysteries included in
the box set are the gauguin connection the dante connection the braque connection 1 the gauguin connection murdered artists
masterful forgeries art crime at its worst as an insurance investigator and world renowned expert in nonverbal communication dr
genevieve lenard faces the daily challenge of living a successful independent life particularly because she has to deal with her
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high functioning autism nothing not her studies her high iq or her astounding analytical skills prepared her for the changes about
to take place in her life it started as a favour to help her boss acerbic friend look into the murder of a young artist but soon
it proves to be far more complex forced out of her predictable routines safe environment and limited social interaction genevieve
is thrown into exploring the meaning of friendship expanding her social definitions and for the first time in her life be part of
a team in a race to stop more artists from being murdered 2 the dante connection art theft coded messages a high level threat
despite her initial disbelief doctor genevieve lenard discovers that she is the key that connects stolen works of art ciphers and
sinister threats betrayed by the people who called themselves her friends genevieve throws herself into her insurance
investigation job with autistic single mindedness when hacker francine appears beaten and bloodied on her doorstep begging for her
help genevieve is forced to get past the hurt of her friends abandonment and team up with them to find the perpetrators little
does she know that it will take her on a journey through not one but two twisted minds to discover the true target of their
mysterious messages it will take all her personal strength and knowledge as a nonverbal communications expert to overcome fears
that could cost not only her life but the lives of many others 3 the braque connection forged masterpieces hidden messages a
desperate swan song when world renowned nonverbal communication expert doctor genevieve lenard wakes up in an unknown location
drugged and kidnapped it pushes the limits of her autism coping skills for the last year russian philanthropist and psychopath
tomasz kubanov has been studying genevieve just as she and her team have been studying him now forged paintings and mysterious
murders are surfacing around her team with evidence pointing to one of them as the killer genevieve knows kubanov is behind these
senseless acts of violence what she doesn t understand are the inconsistencies between his actions and the cryptic messages he
sends something has triggered his unpredictable behaviour something that might result in many more deaths including those she
cares for because this time kubanov has nothing to lose

The Sirani Connection (Book 13) 2019-03-12

stolen masterpieces deadly narcotics artificial intelligence a mysterious email and the arrest of a fugitive art thief send doctor
genevieve lenard and her team to prague where it soon becomes apparent that this theft has a close connection to a sadistic killer
they ve been tracking for almost a year no sooner do they arrive than they find a scientist tortured and murdered by shahab hatami
the man they ve been looking for joining forces with prague s elite investigator and a controversial journalist they start
uncovering the trail of terror shahab has left behind to discover he has only just started with shahab developing a weapon that
could kill hundreds if not thousands of innocent people genevieve has to push past her autistic mind s limitations to stop him but
when those she cares for most become his target and he threatens to exact his revenge on them genevieve has run out of time to
investigate and has to act before it s too late

The Becić Connection (Book 14) 2020-03-27

art restoration a sinister collector internet of things doctor genevieve lenard is woken in the middle of the night with the news
that a loved one has been kidnapped and forced to steal a masterpiece her world renowned nonverbal communication skills are of no
worth when her autistic mind can barely handle the distress and the mystery behind the kidnapping genevieve uses every tool she
has not only to cope but also investigate and soon she and her team are on their way to croatia on a rescue mission amongst roman
ruins and olive groves they learn about an imminent attack by a mysterious art collector that threatens the lives of the tourists
and residents of a popular seaside city fast running out of time genevieve scrambles to find enough clues to prevent a catastrophe
that could result in the loss of thousands of lives

The Courbet Connection (Book 5) 2014-07-27

forged masterpieces kidnapped students the dark net nonverbal communications expert doctor genevieve lenard s search for an
international assassin is rudely interrupted by an autistic teenager who claims that forged masterpieces are being sold on the
dark net a secret internet few know exists the resulting probe uncovers an underground marketplace offering much more sinister
products and services including murder an official investigation into one of her team members and the discovery of dozens of
missing students across europe adds immense pressure on genevieve to find out if one person is masterminding these seemingly
unrelated cases what starts out as a search for illegal art sales soon turns into a desperate hunt for clues to uncover the
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conspiracy to destroy her team member and murder more students timing becomes even more crucial when someone close to her
disappears and the assassin she s been looking for is the key to preventing another senseless death

The Uccello Connection (Book 10) 2017-01-11

kamilla seymour has a secret she has never told anyone a secret that helps her as a prosecutor but has destroyed her past three
relationships now she finds herself in amity a tiny town with events so strange that one might be tempted to explain it away with
magic if it weren t for her secret she would scoff at such silliness then there is also the super sexy sheriff xander dupont
constantly flirting and tempting her magic could definitely be used to understand the attraction she feels while fighting off his
non stop advances not that she really wants to fight it all she wants to do is well she wants to do the sheriff but her past and
her secret is holding her hostage another strange event in town forces both xander and kamilla to share secrets they never thought
they would in order to save amity from a looming and unknown threat warning this is a novella from kirsten s naughty list yes it
is a naughty book with all kinds of naughty thoughts resulting in deliciously naughty actions graphic description of these naughty
actions might make you blush so be careful where you read this approx 62 pages of naughtiness enjoy

The Gauguin Connection 2014

looted artworks italian mafia deepfakes the weekend in italy is supposed to be a family event a celebration as well as a break for
the whole team to enjoy everything naples has to offer as it is doctor genevieve lenard is hard pushed to keep an autistic
shutdown at bay while surrounded by boisterous relatives and friends when armed police interrupt the festivities to arrest a
cousin for murder relaxation becomes the last thing on her mind and staying in the moment the foremost a mere glimpse at the
irrefutable evidence is enough for genevieve to know she and her team have their work cut out to prove the family member is being
set up when they realise they are dealing with the most brutal of mafias the camorra and they uncover the clan s end goal the
stakes are suddenly extremely high and terrifying never in her wildest dreams could genevieve imagine someone planning something
as deplorable as this something as ruthless something that can cause such immeasurable harm with more questions than answers
genevieve and her team have to find and stop this clan before thousands of people lose their lives

The Namatjira Connection (Book 16) 2023-11-29

mediaeval books murdered priests bioweapons renowned nonverbal communications expert doctor genevieve lenard s search for an
international criminal is interrupted when her team receives an antique book at first the book is dismissed until they discover
similar books gifted to people who are now dead genevieve s inner strength is put to the ultimate test when someone close to her
also falls victim to the vengeful actions of an unsound mind barely coping with the emotional maelstrom and her doubts about her
own continued involvement in the team she looks for connections between their original case the books and the many suspicious
deaths they uncover but the cost might be too high for genevieve as she rushes to stop the person set on destroying as many lives
as possible

The Pucelle Connection 2015

forged masterpieces hidden messages a desperate swan song when world renowned nonverbal communication expert doctor genevieve
lenard wakes up in an unknown location drugged and kidnapped it pushes the limits of her autism coping skills for the last year
russian philanthropist and psychopath tomasz kubanov has been studying genevieve just as she and her team have been studying him
now forged paintings and mysterious murders are surfacing around her team with evidence pointing to one of them as the killer
genevieve knows kubanov is behind these senseless acts of violence
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The Braque Connection 2013

stolen art rogue police officers drones a video call from her dad leads top white hat hacker francine to four stolen masterpieces
and to a possible murder in brazil her frustration at being so far away is turned into anger when her loved ones are attacked and
corrupt law enforcement officials stonewall their inquires blackmail a kidnapping and a blatant heist in their backyard in
strasbourg reveals a plan to use unregulated drone technology in a daring escape francine s concern for her best friend and her
parents safety has to take a back seat to her determination to save the lives of bystanders together with her team she will do
anything to stop these criminals form executing their brutal plan if she s not already too late page 4 of cover

The Léger Connection 2015-05-19

coded paintings missing planes dirty bombs after a foiled attempt on the lives of world leaders criminal mastermind ivan fradkov
successfully eludes world renowned nonverbal expert doctor genevieve lenard and her team for months but things heat up quickly
when a stranger is assassinated in the chair next to genevieve while she s having lunch with her friend

The Uccello Connection 2017

brutal murders an ancient treasure a rogue state a young acquaintance of nonverbal communications expert doctor genevieve lenard
begs her to look into the disappearance of his friend when the friend s tortured body is found in a forest outside strasbourg the
case leads genevieve and her team to the body of a second victim with many unusual secrets a forged masterpiece the least
surprising of them all an ancient treasure shrouded in mystery the most intriguing while genevieve is frantically searching for a
motivation behind the murders more tortured bodies are dumped in the forests surrounding the city all connected to her young
acquaintance and the moment she discovers that the evidence points to a rogue state her young acquaintance also disappears without
knowing who the killer is and why he s torturing his victims there will be no stopping him or saving her friend from vicious
suffering and eventual death

The Roubaud Connection 2018

sa mar i tan noun səˈmærɪt ə n a compassionate person generous in helping those in distress british investigative journalist
gabriella reuben bree to everyone but her mother has worked hard to build a new life in düsseldorf and put the past behind her
that is until she opens her front door to find the corrupt woman who publicly outed bree as transgender the same woman now begging
for bree s help petra keller is a despicable person uncaring whose reputation she tramples on her way to the top of the corporate
ladder or is she could she be telling the truth that she s changed the more bree looks into petra s shocking claims the more she
uncovers facts leading her to a chilling connection between highly respected companies their owners and an unthinkable crime her
investigation becomes even more muddied by cryptic emails her overprotective brother convincing his enigmatic friend to keep an
eye on her and a bombing that lands her in hospital instead of being intimidated bree s resolve is strengthened these powerful men
can t continue to get away with profiting from actions that already resulted in the loss of countless innocent lives actions that
would cost more lives unless bree gets to the truth and exposes it samaritan is the first book in the duchess report trilogy
continuing with sentinel and concluding with maecenas

Samaritan 2022-01-31
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ウースター家の掟 2006-03

art restoration a sinister collector internet of things doctor genevieve lenard is woken in the middle of the night with the news
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that a loved one has been kidnapped and forced to steal a masterpiece her world renowned nonverbal communication skills are of no
worth when her autistic mind can barely handle the distress and the mystery behind the kidnapping genevieve uses every tool she
has not only to cope but also investigate and soon she and her team are on their way to croatia on a rescue mission amongst roman
ruins and olive groves they learn about an imminent attack by a mysterious art collector that threatens the lives of all the
tourists and residents of a popular seaside city fast running out of time genevieve has to navigate the many obstacles this
collector hurls at her and her team while they try to prevent a catastrophe that could result in the loss of thousands of lives

The Becić Connection 2020

a murdered politician an unsolved art heist an international conspiracy a cryptic online message leads nonverbal communications
expert doctor genevieve lenard to the body of a brutally murdered politician despite being ordered not to investigate genevieve
and her team look into this vicious crime more online messages follow leading them down a path lined with corruption a sadistic
assassin an oil scandal and one of the biggest heists in history

The Flinck Connection 2014

1 the gauguin connectionmurdered artists masterful forgeries art crime at its worst as an insurance investigator and world
renowned expert in nonverbal communication dr genevieve lenard faces the daily challenge of living a successful independent life
particularly because she has to deal with her high functioning autism nothing not her studies her high iq or her astounding
analytical skills prepared her for the changes about to take place in her life it started as a favour to help her boss acerbic
friend look into the murder of a young artist but soon it proves to be far more complex forced out of her predictable routines
safe environment and limited social interaction genevieve is thrown into exploring the meaning of friendship expanding her social
definitions and for the first time in her life be part of a team in a race to stop more artists from being murdered 2 the dante
connectionart theft coded messages a high level threat despite her initial disbelief doctor genevieve lenard discovers that she is
the key that connects stolen works of art ciphers and sinister threats betrayed by the people who called themselves her friends
genevieve throws herself into her insurance investigation job with autistic single mindedness when hacker francine appears beaten
and bloodied on her doorstep begging for her help genevieve is forced to get past the hurt of her friends abandonment and team up
with them to find the perpetrators little does she know that it will take her on a journey through not one but two twisted minds
to discover the true target of their mysterious messages it will take all her personal strength and knowledge as a nonverbal
communications expert to overcome fears that could cost not only her life but the lives of many others 3 the braque
connectionforged masterpieces hidden messages a desperate swan song when world renowned nonverbal communication expert doctor
genevieve lenard wakes up in an unknown location drugged and kidnapped it pushes the limits of her autism coping skills for the
last year russian philanthropist and psychopath tomasz kubanov has been studying genevieve just as she and her team have been
studying him now forged paintings and mysterious murders are surfacing around her team with evidence pointing to one of them as
the killer genevieve knows kubanov is behind these senseless acts of violence what she doesn t understand are the inconsistencies
between his actions and the cryptic messages he sends something has triggered his unpredictable behaviour something that might
result in many more deaths including those she cares for because this time kubanov has nothing to lose

The Genevieve Lenard Connections 2013

forged masterpieces kidnapped students the dark net nonverbal communications expert doctor genevieve lenard s search for an
international assassin is rudely interrupted by an autistic teenager who claims that forged masterpieces are being sold on the
dark net a secret internet few know exists the resulting probe uncovers an underground marketplace offering much more sinister
products and services including murder an official investigation into one of her team members and the discovery of dozens of
missing students across europe adds immense pressure on genevieve to find out if one person is masterminding these seemingly
unrelated cases what starts out as a search for illegal art sales soon turns into a desperate hunt for clues to uncover the
conspiracy to destroy her team member and murder more students timing becomes even more crucial when someone close to her
disappears and the assassin she s been looking for is the key to preventing another senseless death
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The Courbet Connection 2014

murdered artists masterful forgeries art crime at its worst as an insurance investigator and world renowned expert in nonverbal
communication dr genevieve lenard faces the daily challenge of living a successful independent life particularly because she has
to deal with her high functioning autism nothing not her studies her high iq or her astounding analytical skills prepared her for
the changes about to take place in her life it started as a favour to help her boss acerbic friend look into the murder of a young
artist but soon it proves to be far more complex forced out of her predictable routines safe environment and limited social
interaction genevieve is thrown into exploring the meaning of friendship expanding her social definitions and for the first time
in her life be part of a team in a race to stop more artists from being murdered

暗殺者の鎮魂 2013-10-25

murdered criminals flawless forgeries encrypted operas the murder of an opera house director forces world renowned nonverbal
communications expert doctor genevieve lenard and her team into an impossible position protecting notorious criminals mdash from
what appears to be a serial killer genevieve plunges into the world of opera uncovering secrets that a group of organised crime
leaders would do anything to keep hidden she cannot allow her previous case unreliable witnesses or conflict with her team to
distract her not if she wants to prevent many innocent lives being lost in a shocking grand finale

The Gauguin Connection 2012

this new publication which is extracted almost entirely from newspapers and archival sources in scotland follows the settlement of
scots west of the mississippi river during the first hundred years after american independence mr dobson s latest book identifies
about 2 000 individuals who ventured to the west while the entries vary considerably virtually every one provides the name of the
immigrant a date birth arrival marriage death the state or territory of his her residence and the source of the information some
of the listings give the individual s occupation the name of a parent s and or spouse place of residence in scotland or more

The Morisot Connection 2015
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DeKalb County, Alabama, Marriage Index, 1836-1916 2003
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キネマ.レコード: 第 2期第 2冊. no. 39-46 (Sept. 1916-Apr. 1917) 1916

Directory and Register of Women's Clubs, City of Chicago and Vicinity 1915

黒衣のダリア 2003-09-10

The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints 1977

ヤングスキンズ 2017-08

Catalog of Copyright Entries 1913

The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints 1968

Report of the Trustees of the Newberry Library 1925

ダ・ヴィンチ・コード 2004-05-30

Proceedings of the Trustees of the Newberry Library 1905

Catalog of Copyright Entries 1913

さあ、犬になるんだ! 2006-12
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